Key Destroyer

Eliminate your unused, high-risk keys in seconds!
Eliminate your unused, high-risk keys in seconds.

Patented keyways are an important part of the security equation. As with most security functions, the extra peace-of-mind patented keyways provide can evaporate quickly if proper precautions are not taken.

Lost, broken, worn out or stolen keys are security breaches waiting to happen, usually leading to the diversion of large amounts of time and money.

For these reasons, Key Systems, Inc. developed the Key Destroyer.

Made a bad cut on a high-risk patented keyway? Retiring a key? Feed them to the Key Destroyer and eliminate any potential risk.

No pieces. No bumping. No potential problems.

In seconds, the Key Destroyer grinds away the shaft of the key blank, leaving only the “head” for record keeping. It’s quick, it’s convenient, and it’s fail-proof.
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**SPECS**

- **Dimensions**: 4.5"x8.25"x11.25" (HxWxL)
- **Weight**: 4.3 lbs.
- **Power Req**: Standard 110 AC Plug
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